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Intraday volatility came surging back in April, a month marked by euphoria-fueled all time highs and

devastating liquidation spirals. Coinbase's successful public listing on Nasdaq commenced the start of a

new, more institutionalized era of cryptocurrency markets, although its stock price has since fallen well

below its market debut. Almost immediately following the Coinbase media storm, Binance.US, the U.S.-

based exchange affiliate of Binance, announced that former bank regulator Brian Brooks would take the

helm as CEO, positioning the exchange as a potentially formidable competitor. However, Coinbase still

remains the dominant fiat exchange, although it recently announced it would finally list Tether markets,

which (ironically) caused the controversial  stablecoin to trade at a premium from its 1:1 USD peg.

Ultimately, April closed on a high note with Bitcoin down 2% but poised for a reversal, and Ethereum up

more than 43%, a notable divergence for the two largest crypto assets.  
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Bitcoin and Ethereum Diverge
While overall volatility for Bitcoin and Ethereum remains near historically average levels, intraday volatility is surging.
Following a new all time high above $64,600, Bitcoin struggled to re-break $60k and ended the month at $57k, down
approximately 2%. In contrast,  Ethereum closed April near all time highs  following reports that the European
Investment Bank plans to launch digital bonds on the blockchain network. The divergence between Bitcoin and
Ethereum follows a trend over the past year which sees Ethereum increasingly considered an investible asset with
a growing number of real-world use cases, while Bitcoin is increasingly seen as a store of value. Trade volumes for the
two assets rivalled January's record highs, with ETH and BTC volumes nearing parity.
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Hourly Price
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Daily Trade Volume
Aggregated across top exchanges
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Coinbase's Public Debut
Coinbase's successful public listing on Nasdaq marked the start of a new, more institutionalized, era in the
cryptocurrency industry. Over the past year, Coinbase has undergone a dramatic shift in its clientele and company
branding, which has enabled the exchange to  differentiate from more retail powerhouses like Binance.  Institutional
traders now make up around half of all of Coinbase's revenues and are responsible for larger trade sizes and volumes.
Below, we chart Coinbase's spot market dominance compared with its closest "fiat exchange" competitors.  Coinbase is
not alone in the industry when it comes to institutional branding, but it is most successful in attracting the highest
volume of Bitcoin traders, which now accounts for 34% of total volume, the largest share out of any of its competitors. 
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Coinbase Volume Dominance

Binance.US vs. Binance vs. Coinbase

Almost immediately following Coinbase's
IPO media storm,   Binance.US, the U.S.-
based exchange affiliate of Binance
Global, dropped a bombshell
announcement of its own:  Brian Brooks, 
a former bank regulator will take over as
CEO. This positions the exchange as a
formidable competitor to Coinbase.
However, Binance.US has a very long way
to go to match the level of trade  volume
that Coinbase processes daily. Daily
Bitcoin volume on Binance.US is but a
fraction of Coinbase's.   However, volume
on Binance Global far surpasses
Coinbase, which suggests Binance.US
would be able to catch up quickly with
the right business plan.

A New Competitor in Town Daily trade volume aggregated across all BTC pairs

Daily BTC-USD trade volume
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Tether's Vindication
Tether (USDT) is the largest stablecoin and denominates the most currency pairs out of any other crypto or fiat asset.
USDT is systemically important in cryptocurrency markets and plays a crucial role in Bitcoin price discovery, yet some
regulatory compliant exchanges have been holding out on listing the controversial stablecoin which has been the
subject of intense scrutiny for years. Thus, Coinbase's recent announcement that they will list six USDT trading pairs
serves as vindication and could usher in a new era in cryptocurrency markets that sees volume shift away from fiat
currencies. Ironically, the announcement caused Tether de-peg from its 1-to-1 USD price and a premium has persisted
since April 23rd. Tether also shot to its highest USD price in more than a year during Bitcoin's recent sell-off. 
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Tether - USD Price

Cumulative Number of Traded Pairs

Hourly average price aggregated across all USDT-USD pairs

Tether is systemically important to
cryptocurrency markets and serves as
the quote asset  for nearly 1/5 of all
traded  pairs. It has also maintained its
place as the top traded stablecoin
despite increasing competition. In
April, Circle's USDC stablecoin
announced a landmark partnership
with Visa. However,   only a  small
fraction of all traded pairs are
denominated in USDC. Tether has first-
movers advantage and began trading in
2014, while USDC was launched in
2018. Improving USDC's market share
is not so much about convincing
consumers to trade with the stablecoin
—rather, about convincing exchanges to
list pairs denominated in USDC.

All spot pairs in Kaiko's data coverage
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Aggregated Market Depth

Crypto's Over-Leveraging Problem
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Throughout April, multiple instances of over-leveraged long positions for Bitcoin futures contracts triggered a cascade
of liquidations and a subsequent market collapse. The first such occurred in the early hours of April 18th: a sell-off (for
unknown reasons) triggered a cascade of forced liquidations that caused Bitcoin's price to tank 15% in a matter of
hours.  In the charts below, we can observe a rapid decimation of aggregated  market depth on spot BTC-USD order
books. Most liquidity is provided algorithmically which is why market depth can collapse in seconds as limit orders are
automatically removed from order books. This in turn can exacerbate price declines. A similar price collapse occurred on
April 23rd, though this was less influenced by forced liquidations.  Ultimately, crypto derivatives markets have an over-
leveraging problem which overflows into spot markets, which can decimate liquidity on order books.

Bid-Ask Spread

The average quantity of bids and asks at 10% from the mid price on BTC-USD and BTC-
USDT order books  (exchanges used in this aggregation are included in chart below) 

Hourly averages for BTC-USD and BTC-USDT trading pairs

During this month's
price crashes, bid-ask
spreads widened for
Bitcoin trading pairs on
nearly every exchange.
On Gemini, spreads shot
up to more than 150
basis points,
unprecedented over the
past year. Spreads
remained volatile
following the most
recent price collapse.

Market depth collapsed
in the early hours of
April 18th and took
several days to recover
to pre-crash levels.
Typically, market depth
recovers quickly
following a price
movement, thus this
recent collapse is
unusual and suggests
market makers were
significantly  spooked. 
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Exchange Liquidity Ranking
Order book liquidity is crucial to understanding cryptocurrency market dynamics but it is one of the most complex data
types to work with due to its size and frequency. Liquidity varies considerably across exchanges and this can reveal a lot
about the impact of large market orders on the price of an asset. Understanding differences in the composition of order
books across exchanges is required for any trader or market researcher, as trade  volume is often a poor indicator of
liquidity. Below, we rank a group of exchanges based on their order book liquidity for their top Bitcoin pair, focusing on
the two derived measures bid-ask spread and price slippage. Exchange with lower measures for spread are typically
more liquid. However, price slippage—which measures the expected price of a simulated $100k sell order vs. the actual
price once the order is fully executed—is more revealing in understanding the impact of large market orders. 
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Average Bid-Ask Spread
For each exchange's top Bitcoin pair, averaged over the previous month

Coinbase is one of the
few fiat exchanges
competitive with
Binance, Huobi, and
Okex in terms of order
book liquidity. The
narrower the spread
for a trading pair, the
more liquid the market.
We can observe that
Coinbase's spread for
their BTC-USD market
is the tightest out of all
fiat exchanges, but lags
behind the BTC-USDT
markets on the Asian
exchanges.

Average Price Slippage
Simulated for a $100k market sell order for each exchange's
top Bitcoin pair, averaged over the previous month

When looking at
slippage, Coinbase is
now neck-in-neck with
Okex and on par with
Binance and Huobi. The
order of fiat exchanges
has also shifted
substantially, with
Bitstamp moving from
last place in terms of
spread to 6th place in
terms of slippage, which
indicates Bitstamp's
markets are actually
more liquid than the
spread would suggest.
The lower the price
slippage, the more
liquid the market. 
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Tokenized Equities in Crypto

The Growth of Tokenized Equities 
Coinbase Stock vs. Tokenized Stock on FTX

Coinbase's public debut on Nasdaq
propelled tokenized equities into the
mainstream.  Tokenized equities
entitle holders to corporate actions
such as dividends and provide more
flexibility, such as the option to
purchase fractionalized shares at any
time of day, trade through an API, and
supply liquidity to order books. For
example,  COIN on Nasdaq only
trades for 8 hours a day while COIN
on FTX, a crypto exchange that offers
trading for tokenized versions of
equities, trades 24/7. We can
observe that these two markets
occasionally diverge from one
another. However, tokenized markets
will likely become more efficient the
more that people trade and supply
liquidity.

Hourly Price Data

Since 2019, several cryptocurrency exchanges have
launched tokenized equities with regulatory approval. 
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A lot has changed since
Bitcoin's last bull run. This time
around, the vast majority of all
trading is done using the
Tether stablecoin. In fact,
nearly 5 times the amount of
Bitcoin is now traded against
USDT compared with USD.
Nearly every exchange offers a
USDT trading pair, whereas
only a select number of
exchanges offer a USD pair
due to regulatory reasons. 
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For the first few weeks of April, market movements were confined to a 0-3% range for both Bitcoin and Ethereum.
However, towards mid-April, intraday volatility picked up resulting in wild price swings. On April 18th, Bitcoin crashed
more than 5% in a single hour. Ethereum volatility was greater than Bitcoin's, with more dramatic price swings towards
the end of the month. Crypto markets have clear volatility regimes, and late  April's volatility had a similar profile to
volatility in early January and mid-February.  
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End of April Proves Volatile

Hourly Returns: April
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